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&lt;p&gt;&lt;/p&gt;&lt;p&gt;In Multiplayer, all sixteen maps from Call of Duty: 

Modern Warfare 2 (2009) are available to play on, with the added ability to vote

 for maps while in a matchmade lobby (which was absent in some recent titles), a

nd increased player health for longer &quot;time-to-kill&quot; (TTK).[8] The &qu

ot;red dot&quot; minimap that was absent in Modern Warfare (2024) and Modern War

fare II also returns, allowing players to see enemies on their radar when they f

ire a weapon without a suppressor.[9] In addition, players are also able to canc

el sliding animations (i.e &quot;slide cancel&quot;).[10] Classic game modes suc

h as &quot;Kill Confirmed&quot; and &quot;Hardpoint&quot; return alongside a new

 game mode titled &quot;Cutthroat&quot;, where three teams of three players go h

ead to head. Players can also engage in the 32v32 &quot;Ground War&quot; mode wi

th a selection of dedicated maps, as well as the &quot;War&quot; mode, returning

 from 2024&#39;s Call of Duty: WWII.[8] The game features moderation powered by 

artificial intelligence, listening in on in-game interactions and immediately re

porting any overly-toxic behavior.[11][12] At least twelve new 6v6 multiplayer m

aps have been confirmed to release post-launch,[8] while fan-favorite Modern War

fare II maps will also be added every season.[13]&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;In November 2024, a Russian private military company, Konni Group, laun

ches a raid on the Zordaya Prison Complex in Verdansk, Kastovia. There, they loc

ate and free their commander, Vladimir Makarov, who had been sentenced to life i

mprisonment at the complex following his capture by SAS operatives John &quot;So

ap&quot; MacTavish and John Price during a terrorist attack at the Verdansk Stad

ium in April 2024. Hours later, Konni assaults a port in Urzikstan, where Farah 

Karim, Alex Keller, and the Urzikstan Liberation Force were planning to obtain b

allistic missiles from the American PMC Shadow Company and their commander, Phil

lip Graves, who faked his death after his encounter with special forces unit Tas

k Force 141 in Las Almas, Mexico.[d] The missiles are stolen, though Farah manag

es to place trackers on them.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;While Soap and Simon &quot;Ghost&quot; Riley lead a task force to preve

nt Konni from destroying the Gora Dam, Farah, Alex, Price, and Kyle &quot;Gaz&qu

ot; Garrick lead an assault on a Konni base in Urzikstan, reluctantly accepting 

aid from Graves and Shadow Company. After resolving both issues, Shepherd and Gr

aves return to the United States and testify to Congress about their actions, wh

ile effectively turning on each other during questioning. Meanwhile, 141 returns

 to London to continue their pursuit of Makarov. Shadowing a Konni contact, the 

group discovers Makarov has received a flash drive that can allow him control of

 the UK&#39;s train network, and that he intends to destroy the Channel Tunnel. 

Backed up with additional troops, Price leads the assault to free hostages and s

top Makarov. When he attempts to defuse the bomb Konni planted, Makarov ambushes

 him and attempts to execute him. Soap manages to intervene, but is killed by Ma

karov, who escapes after Gaz and Ghost arrive with reinforcements and defuse the

 bomb with Price. Following the conclusion of the operation, Price, Gaz, and Gho

st scatter Soap&#39;s ashes off a cliff in Scotland while honoring his memories.

&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;With the Neutralizer complete and ready for use against Zakhaev, Deadbo

lt deploys to Zakhaev&#39;s Aetherium refining plant and prepares to activate th

e Neutralizer, but faces opposition from Terminus forces as well as a gigantic D

ark Aether worm creature, the Orcus. After a lengthy battle, Jansen rushes to th

e Neutralizer and activates it, killing the Orcus and destabilizing Zakhaev&#39;

s vial. A Dark Aether vortex appears, sucking up everything in its wake and forc

ing Fletcher to flee from the plant with Zakhaev. The vortex lifts Jansen into t

he air and an entity appears before her, demanding entry. Jansen screams and fai

nts, floating down to the ground as the vortex closes. Ravenov quickly rushes to

 help Jansen as she opens her eyes, revealing a brief dark purple glow. Shortly 

afterwards, Deadbolt drone pilot Lucas &quot;Luke&quot; Dobbs informs Ravenov th

at although the initial activation of the Neutralizer was a success, Dark Aether

 contacts are beginning to reappear across Zaravan, along with an energy spike a

ppearing in the &quot;red&quot; zone.&lt;/p&gt;
&lt;p&gt;Upon the game&#39;s official release, it received &quot;mixed or averag

e reviews&quot; from critics, according to review aggregator Metacritic,[40] wit

h 13% of critics recommending the game on aggregator OpenCritic.[42] It is the l

owest-rated mainline Call of Duty installment on Metacritic.[57][58]&lt;/p&gt;
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